F.U.C. FAX
FONICATION UNDER CONSIDERATION REPORT

The following report is to assist in the decision making process for engaging in coitus and or intimateization in the following ways. (Slot A to Peg D) (Peg D to slot C or Slot B) (Peg D to slot B then slot A) (Slot A to Slot B) (Slot A to Slot C) (Peg D to Slot A,B,C in no particular order)

1.) PAP smear / Blood test: looking for Herpa-gonna-siffel-aids, warts other infectious issues: Warning shaving bumps that appear every other year denotes stabilized herpes (break contact)

2.) Number of marriages (3 or more break contact) (unless a LOTB)

3.) Number of sex partners Slot C= (Age -10 x2-Myears) , Peg D (Age-5 x3-Myears), X/Y cross wire (Age-13 x5)

4.) Number of fornication trophies or children and ages

5.) Interview past husbands / wives
   a.) Soaked in divorce
   b.) Denial of child visitation (for what ever reason)
   c.) Parental alienation
   d.) Alimony
   e.) Infidelity issues
   f.) Cruel, vicious behavior

6.) Pull a credit report
   a. Look for mass amounts of debt (dignity siphon indicator)
   b. Are they responsible with money

7.) Night stand and medicine cabinet inspection
   a. Psychotropic drugs ( Denotes crazy) (break contact)
   b. Sex toys of ludicrous size (STLS) Unless you match in size it’s a exercise in futility
   c. Anti viral drugs (Harpies warning)
   d. Heavy pain killers or drugs other than 420 ( break contact)

8.) Adult children living at home and not in college (dignity siphon)

9.) False advertizing
   a. Padded bra
   b. Slimming corset
   c. Lifting bra
   d. Carpet doesn’t match the drapes

10.) Crazy diet restrictions

11.) Severe allergies i.e. ( eppy pen needed at all times) other then bee stings

12.) Excessive skin (flabby Abby)
   a. Taffy belly (BBR)
   b. Flying squirrel suit (loss of 100 lbs or more)
   c. Wing flaps (loss of 50 lbs)
   d. Pelican neck ( no chin)
   e. In need of P.R.S. (Pussy reconstruction surgery) beat up meat curtains
   f. Posses kankles, shankels or yankales
   g. Moose knot on back

13.) Any involvement in a P.P.O. Personal protection order (your next)

14.) Any jail time (self defense, defense of children waiverable)

15.) Gainfully employed